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The development of control architec- AM Moduee
tures for mobile systems is typically a
task undertaken with each new applica-
tion. These architectures address differ- aleMSonar
ent operational needs and tend to be dif-
ficult to adapt to more than the problem
at hand. The development of a flexible RF Link COlolStation
and extendible control system with evo- - o e

lutionary growth potential for use on Inon t/RLk
mobile robots will help alleviate these
problems, and, if made widely available, m,-
will promote standardization and com-
patibility among systems throughout the Q Near Proximiy
industry. The Modular Robotic Archi-
tecture (MRA) is a generic control sys-
tem that meets the above needs by pro- HighLeM Fluxgaeompass
viding developers with a standard set of P --- Ur K md Rao Gyro

software aAd hardware tools that can be odule

used to design modular robots (MODBOTs) Cofton Avoidance
with nearly unlimited growth potential. sonar M
The MODBOT itself is a generic creature
that must be customized by the developer
for a particular application. The MRA Base
facilitates customization of the MODBOT -
by providing sensor, actuator, and pro-
cessing modules that can be configured
in almost any manner as demanded by
the application. The Mobile Security
Robot (MOSER) is an instance of a MOD-
BOT that is being developed using the Figure 1. Remote platform module configuration of
MRA. the Mobile Security Robot (MOSER).



1. INTRODUCTION (electrical/mechanical) and software
interfaces to allow development of dif-

Robotics work being dove today can be ferent capabilities by various working
divided into two categories: mobile and groups, the products of which can then
stationary systems. The development of be easily integrated to create or extend a
a suitable processing and control archi- modular robotic system.
tecture for mobile systems is a task
which historically has been indepen- The first MODBOT to be developed under
dently undertaken for individual the MRA will be the Mobile Security
robotics projects, each having a differ- Robot (MOSER). MOSER (figure 1) ad-
ent intended application. Results are dresses the need for physical security
often unsuccessful due to insufficient within the confines of a structure such
awareness of the issues and alternatives, as an office building or a warehouse.
or have a tendency to rapidly become MOSER will be an autonomous, modular,
outdated. Furthermore, the majority of mobile robot responsible for detecting
efforts have produced application-spe- intruders and responding to the assessed
cific, non-modular architectures that threat. MOSER is an attempt at duplicat-
are difficult to apply to future projects. ing several of the sensor and processing
The development of a flexible, powerful, components found on ROBART II (Everett
and widely available "core" high-level and Gilbreath, 1989) with several im-
control system with expansion capability provements in the area of distributed
for use on a wide range of mobile robot processing such as system networking,
applications will greatly alleviate these modularity (module design), and dy-
problems, while fostering an atmos- namic system configuration.
phere of standardization and compati-
bility among systems throughout the in-
dustry. 2. THE MODULAR ROBOTIC

ARCHITEWTURE
A standardized, modular control system
will also reduce the costs associated with The Modular Robotic Architecture (MRA)
development of customized architectures describes both the hardware and soft-
by providing the framework around ware components that are used to create
which to build those architectures; only a Modular Robot (MODBOT).
the configuration of the pieces would
have to be done each time, not the re-de-
sign of the entire system. In addition, a 2.1 Overview
standardized architecture will promote
software/hardware re-usability in that Conceptually, the MODBOT is similar to
identical modules and components will the IBM PC with its expansion slots;
be used in several places, reducing both adding a module to a MODBOT is like
development time and cost. adding a peripheral card to a PC. One

simply plugs a card into an available
The Modular Robotic Architecture (MRA) slot, installs the supplied software
is a generic architecture that provides drivers, and immediately incorporates
developers with a standard set of hard- the new capabilities of the card into his
ware and software tools that can be used system. Adding modules and capabilities
to design modular robots with a high de- to a MODBOT will be as simple, making
gree of flexibility and extensibility. The the integration of new, smarter, better,
MRA is designed to support the develop- faster modules very easy. It is the ability
ment of modular robots and modular of the MODBOT to accept modules of in-
control systems (in the general case); it creasing complexity that provides the
emphasizes standard hardware MRA with its evolutionaIry growth po-



tential, and was a primary rationale for and communications to all modules and is
the development of the architecture. referred to as the MODBOT Bus, or MOD -

B US. The standard components of each
Simply stated, a MODBOT is a collection of robot module are the Power Distribution
independent modules of varying intelli- Node (PDN), the Intelligent Communica-
gence and sophistication connected to- tions Node (ICN), and the Module Pro-
gether by a generalized, distributed net- cessing Unit (MPU). A Platform Power
work. The MRA does not require a par- Conditioning Unit (PPCU) resides in the
ticular physical module configuration robot base and is responsible for the
nor does it require that all modules be conditioning and converting of the base
located physically together. The generic power source to supply the individual
MODBOT is illustrated in figure 2a. modules via the MODBUS. The three

module components and their intercon-
Typically, however, and specifically for nections are shown in figure 3 below.
systems involving direct human super-
vision, a MODBOT is divided into two
physically separate computing systems:
the control station (CS) and the remote
platform (RP). The control station is a
single module that is remote from the
rest of the MODBOT. The remote platform b -,.
consists of several modules and is con- o ["
nected to the control station by a
telemetry link that acts as a network
bridge. Two possible implementations to
this approach are given in figures 2b MIA*

and 2c. Only in systems that are strictly Wb
autonomous would the control station be
located with the remote platform (figure
2b).

ftd We"

Mo ics Figure 3. Generic robot module. The communica-
S------ "tions link to the external environment (Environment

mot 2 RRPInterface) and the sensors and actuators (Real World

Ma 3 J Interface) are optional.

Ap 2.2.1 Power Distribution Node

The Power Distribution Node (PDN) pro-
vides local power conditioning and short

Figure 2. Modular Robot (MODBOT) Block Diagram circuit protection of power inputs from
the MODBUS. The various power levels
are then routed to the other components

2.2 Hardware on the module via a terminal strip. Stan-
dard voltages of +5V/+8V DC, +12V DC, and

As illustrated in figure 2, the MODBOT is +24V DC are available. The PDN also has
made up of several modules which are the capability of receiving control in-
connected together by a generalized puts from the ICN or the MPU for power
network. This network distributes power down of sensors or actuators while not in

use.



Component selection (i.e.. circuit cate with the MPU. The interface is user
breaker size, regulator type, etc.) deter- configurable and can be set up for ei-
mines the current carrying capabilities ther parallel or serial data transfer. The
of each PDN and can be modified so that a parallel protocol can optionally be in-
module may be supplied with an appro- terrupt driven, and the serial link is
priate amount of power. The MRA speci- standard RS-232 with eight user se-
fies limits on power consumption for lectable baud rates between 300 baud and
each module so that a power budget for 38.4K baud.
the entire platform is achieved.

2-2-2 Intelligent Communications Node

The primary function of the Intelligent
Communications Node (ICN) is inter- .ft

module communications. The ICN (figure
4) is designed using CMOS technology to
facilitate the low power consumption de- IASI M--6

sired' in autonomous systems. The ICN, _-_

driven by an Intel 80C152 Universal
Communications Controller, typically
requires less than 100mA at 12 volts. This
8-bit microcontroller communicates
with other ICNs via an internal medium-
speed global communications channel.

P"W swid#* 9 Dafmt CmdAn ICN can transmit to one, several, or -,, ,,.,I. ..,mU"
all of the 255 other possible nodes. The
microcontroller communicates with the Figure 4. Intelligent Communications Node (ICN).
MPU through a local communications
channel which can utilize either a
standard UART or an 8-bit parallel port. 2.2.3 Module Processing Unit

The global communications channel is The Module Processing Unit (MPU) is re-
configured to transfer data using the sponsible for carrying out the intended
CSMA/CD protocol at a data rate of 921.6 function of the module. The MPU pro-
KBPS (data rates of 1.8 MBPS are cessor can be selected by the user to give
achievable). Under the CSMA/CD the speed and processing power as re-
protocol the microcontroller transmits quired by the module's intended appli-
data through DMA channels whenever cation. The only restriction on this
data is available and it determines that processor is that it be capable of com-
the line is idle. After the municating with the ICN via one of the
microcontroller has transmitted its local communications channel protocols
information, it waits for an acknowledge previously described.
from the receiving station (indicating a
valid reception). If no acknowledge is In addition to maintaining transmission
received, the transmitting ICN will with the ICN, the MPU is responsible for
automatically re-transmit. This feature processing sensor information and
aids in recovery from data collisions or sending commands to actuators. Once
bus noise. sensor information is processed it must

be stored and passed on to any other
The local communications channel pro- module requesting that information.
vides a means for the ICN to communi- The application software will also per-
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form any high bandwidth servo control and the power distribution portion of the
loops required by actuators. MODBUS. The PPCU makes the MODBUS

base-independent, and decouples the
The function of an MPU can best be seen power system of the base from the rest of
by looking in more detail at one of the MODBOT.
MOSER's modules. The Collision Avoid-
ance Sonar Module of MOSER (figure 1) is
a collection of twelve ultrasonic sonar
sensors covering the front 180 degree
view of the robot. When the robot is The MRA software systems are organized
commanded to move by another module as layers in an N,N-k architecture where
(the High Level Processing Module, for one software subsystem may have views
example) that module will send a com- (access) to multiple subsystems below it
mand to the collision avoidance module in the hierarchy (figure 5). MODBOT
telling it to monitor its sonar sensors and software application developers are able
report back if there is an object %, ithin to use subsystems as desired and art not
two feet of the robot. The collision avoid- g to use any particular subsys-
ance module then continually fires its tem. However, applications must provide
sensors and calculates the distance to specific functionality that is established
objects based on the time-of-flight of the by the MRA interface specifications and
sonar "ping" and the air temperature. is otherwise obtained through the use of
The collision avoidance module will then these subsystems. A standard software
report back to the processing module, "library" is provided with functions
via the ICN, only when it finds an object available for inter-module communica-
in the path of the robot (within two tions, simple task control, and manage-
feet). ment of local and system module func-

tion execution. Software developers need
only supply a minimal set of device-spe-

2.2.4 Platform Power Conditioning Unit cific software "drivers" to implement the
entire MRA software architecture, i.e.,

The Platform Power Conditioning Unit the software subsystems are portable
(PPCU) provides a means for supplying between hardware implementations with
relatively clean power to the robot mod- only few modifications necessary.
ules via the MODBUS. The PPCU resides
in the base of the MODBOT and must be Each robot module can be thought of as
interfaced to the power system available an object that responds to a variety of
on the application-specific platform. commands represented by the object's
The PPCU first protects and conditions methods and whose internal state is
the power supplied by the base v. Ah cir- maintained by instance variables. Robot
cuit breakers and surge suppressors, and modules are of the class Module and pos-
then converts the power to the one 24 sess certain capabilities common to all
volt and two 12 volt supplies required by objects of that class. Modules also inherit
the modules. The three supplies are iso- the capabilities of their superclass
lated from each other to avoid grounding (Object). Through classification and
problems. The only requirement the other properties of object-oriented pro-
PPCU places upon the platform is that it gramming, robot modules are given (by
be capable of providing +24V DC at definition) common functionality.
sufficient amperage.

The software subsystems of the MRA di-
In addition to its power conditioning rectly support object-oriented design
function, the PPCU provides a standard and implementation of distributed,
interface between the robot platform highly modular control systems for use



on mobile (and non-mobile) robots. An communications network configured as
object-oriented approach promotes both a bus with deterministic access to a
re-usable software components and maximum of 255 modules (slots). There is
modularity at several levels. Additional no central or master communications
capabilities can easily be added to a mod- controller. Each node has equal access to
ule simply by adding new methods to the the network and is responsible for man-
object's class, aging its own resources.

The ICN software system is composed of
the following five functional units:

I) Global Comms Device Handler.
2) Global Comms Interface.

MOM 3) Local Comms Device Handler.bm- 4) Local Comms Interface.

M The Global Communications Subsystem

and the Intelligent CommunicationsP70.. Controller (not shown in figure 6) are
.- : .unique to the ICN software system. The

Local Communications Subsystem is
common to both the ICN and MPU

Figure S. MRA System Image (N.N-k architecture), processing systems.

Below is a functional decomposition of 2.3.1.1 Global Communications Subsystem

the MRA software systems as imple-
mented on the ICN and the MPU. (The ICN The Global Communications Subsystem
software is a subset of the MPU software implements a standard set of functions
with the exception of the Global Commu- on the target LAN hardware. These
nications Subsystem which is unique to functions are used by higher-level soft-
the ICN.) Figure 6 is a block diagram of ware to access the LAN. The subsystem is
the MRA software subsystems as imple- broken down into the Global Communi-
mented on the MPU. cations Device Handler (responsible for

low-level control of the LAN hardware)
and the Global Communications Inter-

2.3.1 ICN Software System face (which implements the standard
network access functions available to

The ICN software system is responsible other software subsystems).
for managing medium speed communi-
cation between the MODBOT Local Area The Global Communications Device Han-
Network (LAN) and the MPU on board dler interacts directly with the ICN
each module. The ICN provides a standard hardware to provide external communi-
interface between the LAN and the MPU, cations between the LAN and the ICN.
and is the cornerstone of the MRA in The functions at this level are device-
that it provides for distributed MODBOT specific, and must be modified for the
module communication and control. target (LAN) hardware. The functionsprovided by the GSC and the device han-
The ICN software supports a 1.8 MBPS dler implement the Physical Link Layer
(maximum), CSMA/CD ("peer-to-peer") and the Data Link Layer of the ISO open
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Figure 6. MRA Software Block Diagram (Global Communications and Logical Device Subsystems not shown).

systems communication model (Inter- Device Handler functions must be re-
national Standards Organization, 1980). written.

The device handier logically decouples The Global Communications Interface is
the standard functions of the Global an abstraction of the lower-level func-
Communications Interface from the tions and represents the user interface
hardware implementation. To use a de- to the LAN. Functions at this level are
vice other than the GSC as the MODBOT completely hardware independent, and
LAN. only the Global Communications



provide services for initializing and provide services for initializing and
transmitting messages to/from the LAN. transmitting packets to/from the serial

or parallel port.

2.3.1.2 Local Communications Subsystem
2.3.1.3 Intelligent Comms Controller

The Local Communications Subsystem
implements a standard set of functions The "main" program of the ICN is the
on the target processor communications Intelligent Communications Controller
hardware. These functions are dupli- whose MPU counterpart is the User Ap-
cated on both the ICN and MPU, and are plication. The ICN controller is very
used by higher-level software to com- simple: it initializes the Local and Global
municate between the two systems. The Communications Subsystems, and then
subsystem is broken down into the Local coordinates transmission of information
Communications Device Handler (data packets which represent module
(responsible for low-level control of the messages) between the ICN and the MPU.
serial or parallel communications hard- Messages are received from the network
ware) and the Local Communications and passed along to the MPU. Messages
Interface (which implements the stan- are also received from the MPU and then
dard communications port access func- sent on to the network for distribution as
tions available to other software subsys- appropriate.
tems).

Currently, the communications con-
The Local Communications Device Han- troller is a simple message buffer be-
dler is responsible for low-level data ex- tween the MPU and the MODBOT LAN.
change between the MPU and the ICN. Future plans include adding the message
Functions at this level deal directly with recognition and response capabilities of
the target hardware and are device-spe- the Message Manager to the ICN for more
cific, so their implementation will sophisticated control. This would make
change as the hardware changes. The the ICN software nearly identical to that
device handler functions are distributed of the MPU.
between both the MPU and ICN, provid-
ing the communications link between
the two systems. 2.3.2 MPU Software System

The device handler logically decouples The MPU software system is responsible
the higher-level functions provided by for execution of both local and system
the Local Communications Interface methods (functions) as directed by the
from the specific hardware implemen- application module. The MPU provides
tation. Changing serial communications the User Application with standard in-
controllers, for example, requires only terfaces to the message passing, function
that certain portions of the physical in- execution, and logical device control
terface be modified in order to maintain facilities of the MRA.
consistency and compatibility at higher
levels. The MPU software system is divided into

two distinct components: the MRA MPU
The Local Communications Interface is standard software services, and the MPU
an abstraction of the lower-level func- application program which is the main
tions and represents the user interface routine supplied by the developer. A
to the inter-processor (local) communi- default controller is supplied by the MRA
cations port. Functions at this level are (for simple applications) that replaces
completely hardware independent, and the main program.



The MPU software system is composed of The System Method Manager coordinates
the following six functional units: activation of and response to system

methods. A method queue is maintained
1) Local Comms Device Handler. by the System Method Manager for ex-
2) Local Comms Interface. ternal commands or data requests that
3) Local Method Manager. require a response. Upon receipt of the
4) System Method Manager. required information, the method queue
5) Logical Device Interface. is searched according to message address
6) Application Controller. and sequence number, and the external

reference is resolved with the response
The Message Manager, Logical Device (result) being passed back to the calling
Subsystem, and the Application function (method). The queue allows the
Controller are unique to the MPU. The application program to activate several
Local Communications Subsystem is methods sequentially and then coordi-
common to both the MPU and ICN, and nates receipt of responses, allowing the
was described previously in section main program to continue execution
2.3.1.2. until it is ready to process the incoming

data. Services are available to the appli-
cation program for examining the status

2.3.2.1 Message Manager of queued method activations.

The Message Manager is responsible for Initialization of the Message Manager
translating and executing incoming includes resolving system method ad-
messages, and for generating messages dress references. A phone book is main-
in response to external and internal re- tained that contains the names of all ex-
quests. The Message Manager is also re- ternally referenced modules. Upon start-
sponsible for external message address up, each module whose name appears in
resolution which relies on the ability to the phone book is searched for on the
automatically determine the status of a MODBOT network. If found, the module's
module on the MODBOT network. address is entered and subsequent ref-

erences to that module can be resolved.
Functions that describe the behavior of a If the module can't be located, then sys-
module are called local methods and are tem methods referencing that module
referred to as "internal". The functions will fail.
available to all modules are called system
methods and are referred to as
"external". A dictionary contains com- 2.3.2.2 Logical Device Subsystem
piled versions of the local methods that
are executed upon receipt of the appro- The Logical Device Subsystem consists of
priate message. A library holds refer- a Logical Device Interface and an associ-
ences to all of the system methods that ated blackboard data structure. The
an MPU needs for its application, blackboard is used as a global module

data storage and retrieval mechanism.
The Local Method Manager coordinates and provides a convenient and consis-
receipt of incoming messages and their tent means of maintaining local vari-
interpretation. Messages that request ables (Aviles, Laird, and Myers, 1988).
action or information are activated as lo-
cal methods contained in the dictionary, The blackboard is typically based upon
while messages that are responses from logical devices that have an abstracted
previous external requests are passed on real-world implementation. Logical sen-
to the System Method Manager. sors and actuators, for example, are used



to represent devices whose state is primary differences between the RVMF
maintained in the blackboard. Functions and that used under the MRA is in the
attached to the logical devices update placement and bit requirements for the
their physical counterpart as informa- unit destination and source address fields
tion is requested from or entered into as well as the message length and se-
the blackboard. Devices that have no quence number. These fields were modi-
hard implementation are called virtual, fled to optimize message acknowledge-
and can be used to simulate an actual ment and function execution (only three
entity. bytes are required to ACK a message and

only five bytes needed to execute a
The Logical Device Interface provides module function). The RVMF block
software services for adding items to the address and unit ID correspond to the
blackboard, and for updating and re- MODBOT address and module ID respec-
trieving the various data fields of those tively.
items. Activation of the functions at-
tached to the items is automatic depend- The modified RVMF message format
ing upon the device interface function (RVMF*) is basically maintained from
used. layer to layer, that is, very few overhead

bytes are added as the message is passed
between the data link and application

2.3.2.3 Application Controller layers. This greatly. increases data
throughput and simplifies the MRA

For applications that require no special communications software interfaces.
processing, e.g., simple sensor or actua-
tor modules, a Default Application Con-
troller is provided by the MRA MPU. The 3. THE MOBILE SECURITY ROBOT
default controller takes the place of the
User Application main program, and is
responsible for initializing and coordi- As previously stated, MOSER is the first
nating the other subsystems of the MPU. application of the MRA. The mobile se-

curity robot is made up of two physically
For specialized modules such as high- separate subsystems. First to be ex-
level path planning or distributed task plained is the control station followed by
controllers, the user must supply the the remote platform (figure 1). Though
main application program (i.e., the User functions of a mobile security robot are
Application). In this case, the applica- numerous (Everett, 1988), a typical sce-
tion program is responsible for initial- nario might include a guard positioned
izing the MPU subsystems and for man- at the control station who would instruct
aging the MPU software resources as re- one or more robots to patrol specific ar-
quired (see sections 2.2.3 and 3.2.2). eas and to alert him/her when an in-

truder is detected.

2.3.3 Inter-Module Message Format
3.1 The Control Station

The MODBOT network is based upon the
ISO open systems communication model, The purpose of the control station is to
and implements the physical, data link, provide various ways for an operator to
presentation, and application layers. The receive sensor information from the
message format used at the presentation MODBOT, to process that information, and
and application levels is based upon the to give commands as to future actions to
Robotic Vehicle Message Format (RVMF) be taken.
developed by TACOM (Brendle, 1990). The
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The control station is viewed conceptu- unit on-board the base uses these corn-
ally as a MODBOT nodule whose main mands to control the drive system.
processing unit is located remotely from
its associated module on the remote plat- The base is also responsible for supply-
form. The telemetry link connects the ing power to MOSER's modules via the
control station processor to the remote PPCU and MODBUS. The 24 volt battery
platform portion of the control station. supply is input to the PPCU which then
The hardware architecture does not distributes the conditioned power to the
specify the actual processor require- rest of the bus.
ments for the control station nor any
part of the control station hardware ex-
cept that it be capable of supporting the 3.2.2 Remote Platform Modules
MRA standard software systems previ-
ously described. Each robot module .;nables the robot to

obtain and process different information
For our application, the control station's about its surroundings. Once processed,
main processing unit is a Macintosh IIx the information is used for purposes
computer which communicates with the such as collision avoidance, navigation,
MODBOT via the RS-232 port. The main and intrusion detection. In addition to
control station program (written in use on-board the robot, pertinent infor-
THINK C) running on the Macintosh will mation is sent back to the control station
allow the operator to receive and send via the communications link. The Colli-
information to the robot. This program sion Avoidance Sonar Module and the
will also allow the operator to activate or Mobility Module have been previously
deactivate specific robot modules and to described. Other modules shown in fig-
turn on or off a MODBOT's video display ure I are described below.
by use of a pop-up window on the Mac-
intosh monitor. The operator will be ca- The High Level Processing Module,
pable of communicating with the com- housing a WinSystems, Inc. AT286 com-
puter via the standard keyboard and puter mounted in a card cage, receives
mouse, or via speech and joystick inputs, higher level commands from the control

station, for example "patrol the third
wing of building 1". This module then

3.2 The Remote Platform uses its internal room and building map
information, as well as information from

The remote platform for MOSER is made other modules, to navigate to its new pa-
up of a detachable base with accompa- trol location. The Near-Infrared Prox-
nying power source and various sensor, imity Sensor Module is another means of
actuator, and processing modules. determining if objects are in close

proximity to the robot. This ring con-
tains eleven sensors in its front 180 de-

3.2.1 Mobile Base grees, each one having a range of ap-
proximately 3 feet. The Near-Infrared

The mobile base for MOSER is currently a Module can also be used as a substitute
modified version of the TRC Labmate. for the Collision Avoidance Module. The
The Labmate is a stand alone, battery Intrusion Detection Module, yet to be
powered base which has RS-232 inter- constructed, will include heat, light, and
face capabilities to talk to the mobility motion detecting sensors whose infor-
module (not shown). The mobility mod- mation will be fused together to deter-
ule issues high level commands to the mine the probability of an intruder.
base such as "go forward 10 meters" or When the probability is above a prede-
"turn left 90 degrees". The processing fined threshold, the operator at the
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control station will be alerted. The Con- to monitor and command several robots
trol Station Module includes a communi- at various locations throughout the se-
cations link which is used to transfer cured area.
data between the control station and the
remote platform. The remote platform
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